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Let p, q be arbitrary parameter sets, and let .% be a Hilbert space. We say 
that x = (I+);~~, xi E 2, is a bounded operator-forming vector (ES’?& if the Gram 
m&x <x, x> = W, x%~.G~ is the matrix of a bounded (necessarily >O) 
operator on Z,a, the Hilbert space of square-summable complex-valued functions 
on q. Let A be p x q, i.e., let A be a linear operator from ZQa to Z,,“. Then there 
exists a linear operator A’ from (the Banach space) sFa to SF9 on g(A ) = 
{x: x E .Q, A<x, x)rla is p x q bounded on la2} such that y = A’x satisfies 
yj E o(x) = {space spanned by the x4}, {y, x) = A+, x> and (y, y) = 
A<x, x>‘ls(A(x, x)r/s)*. This is a generalization of our earlier [J. Multivariate 
Anal. 4 (1974), 166-209; 6 (1976), 538-5711 results for the case of a spectral 
measure concentrated on one point. We apply these tools to investigate q-variate 
wide-sense Markov processes. 
SUMMARY 
Let (ft)tss C &$g, let S = a subset of the reals, and define the “correlation 
operators” B,, = (ft , ft)li2 # ((fs , fs)llz# (fs , ft))* for t >, s (t, s E S) where 
+ denotes “generalized inverse” and * denotes “adjoint.” Then (I) each B,, 
is a contraction operator (I B,, IB < l), and each B,, is an orthogonal projection. 
Further, (ft) is Markov if and only if (II) for t >, s > r, BtpBgr = B,,. ; in 
this case for t > s (ft 1 A,(f)) = At,“fs , where the “transition operator” 
At, = (ft ,ftY2 &.s<fs ,fsY2 # is generally nonclosed for q infinite. We 
prove that if (B,,),,, (t, s E S) is a family satisfying (I), (II), then there exists 
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a q-variate Markov process (fJtes such that (ft , fs> = Bt, for t > s. If  
S = {reals, 23 ad (fthos is stationary and Markov (without any assumed 
continuity), then for t > s, Bt,, = Bt-,,O = B,-, depends only on t - s 
and (B,),>,, is a semigroup of contraction operators where B, is an orthogonal 
projection (which necessarily follows from B&, = B,, , 1 B,, IB < 1); further, 
in this case (f& has an isometric extension (x&“-~ _C X,* (for some Hilbert 
space X) such that (zt , x,) = B,-, for t > s. We note that for an arbitrary 
contraction semigroup (B,),>, acting on an arbitrary Hilbert space, our results 
give a coordinated technique for investigating it via Bt = (ft , fo). 
For a stationary Markov process (fJtos C &$*, where S = {reals} or 
S = {integers}, we prove: (1) (fJ p is we Zy nondeterministic (regular) o B,* ---f 0 
strongly as t -+ co; (2) (fJ is deterministic (singular) o B,B,* = B0 for some 
t > 0 (in this case BtBt* = B, for all t > 0); (3) If  (i) (ft) is normalized, 
i.e., for t > 0, Bt = (ft , f,), (ii) 4 is fi t ni e and (iii) ft = ut + vt (t E S) is the 
Wold decomposition of (ft) (vt = (ft 1 AL,(f)), ut = ft - v,), then the 
(stationary Markov) regular and singular processes (ut) and (vt), respectively, 
turn out to be normalized, so that B, = (ft , fo) = (ut , u,,) + (vt , vo> = 
Bj”) + Bi”’ [which corresponds to the decomposition of a contraction semigroup 
into its “completely nonunitary” and “unitary” parts (cf. [21]); we give an 
example with p infinite, where (Ut) and (vt) do not turn out to be normalized]; 
moreover for 4 finite for each t, vt = Q”ft where Q = BF’ = (v,, , v,,). 
Finally, under the assumption that our stationary Markov process (f& has 
componentwise continuity and thus has a strongly continuous shift group 
(U,):@ of unitary operators (for X), we introduce the associated discrete 
parameter process (h,) of (ft) (cf. [12]) and d erive several integration formulas. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The results of this paper were motivated by the author’s having a discussion 
with some researchers who were making serious technological applications 
of univariate complex (or real) continuous stationary Markov Gaussian processes; 
of course such processes are quite simple: B, = aleSt* (or Bt = a*) where 
0 < a < 1 and --oo < h < co (and thus the process is either purely non- 
deterministic (a < 1) or deterministic (a = 1). Moreover, in general, wide- 
sense Markov processes (especially stationary ones) have a very simple structure 
in terms of prediction of the future from the past: (ft 1 d.(f)) = At8”fg for 
t > s. Thus, on the basis of the “correlation coefficients” B,, and covariances 
<ft , ft>, we can perhaps make a reasonable decision on how far t can be ahead 
of s for “good” predictions. However, we shall make no statistical considerations 
in this paper. 
For background, we refer the reader to the univariate discussions in Doob 
[3, p. 2331 and Feller [4, Vol. II, p. NJ, to the finite multivariate discussion 
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in Mandrekar [lo], and to the operator-valued discussion in Mandrekar and 
Salehi [ll]. 
This paper is composed of seven sections; the seventh is an appendix which 
contains proofs whose reading may be delayed. In Section 2, we derive results 
on the .J@ spaces, where q is an arbitrary parameter set, .C is a Hilbert space, 
and for x = (xJio , xi E &‘, we define x E .z?# if (x, X) = [(xi , Xj)]ieq,,Eg is a 
bounded operator on lq 2. .%Q is a generalization of the .%‘q spaces developed 
in [17] in two ways: first, in [17], q was allowed to be only a finite or a countable 
set; second, x = (Xi)iEq E .%?‘q o Cieq 1 xi I2 < CO, which means that at most 
countably many of the xi’s are nonzero. As mentioned in the Summary, use 
of the .#$q spaces allows us to analyze contraction operator semigroups for an 
arbitrary Hilbert space X (say, with orthonormal dimension equal to the 
cardinality of q). Moreover, use of the spaces .%rq will allow us to produce 
examples simply and without artificiality. For x E .&q, denote U(X) = {subspace 
of .z? spanned by Xi , i E q}. We shall see that in general our analysis proceeds 
more easily by replacing x by the “equivalent” vector, its normalization, 
2 = (x, x)1/2 #“x E i%?p, with the consequences: (5, a) is the orthogonal 
projection with range (X(x, x)~/~)-‘-, (x, x)l12 ‘f = x and thus u(x) = u(Z). 
If x E &‘q, and dimension U(X) = co, then 3i: E ~+$a, but 4 g&Q; so again the 
,&q theory is desired. However, as indicated in Section 6 (Theorem 6.6, 
Example 6.7), there are difficulties in developing a general stochastic integral 
theory for &‘J using an arbitrary spectral measure E as in [17]. Fortunately, 
the generalization to #Fq of the corresponding theory for &‘a with E = I 
concentrated on one point (cf. [17, Part II, Sect. 51) is quite adequate for our 
analysis of Markov processes. We shall generally omit proofs in Section 2, 
as these are similar to those in [17], but shall include a few key proofs in the 
Appendix (Sect. 7). 
In Section 3 we give the wide-sense process definitions used in this paper 
such as Markov, stationary, continuous, purely nondeterministic, and Wold 
decomposition and state a few easy-to-prove general facts. In Section 4 we give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a process (f& C .%Q to be a Markov 
process (or stationary Markov process) in terms of the transition operators 
of the process and in terms of the correlation operators of the process. We 
define the notions of positive kernel and positive-definite function (4.4) and 
in terms of Theorems 4.3, 4.5, and 4.6 (the last, depending on Theorem 7.3 
in the Appendix) show that any contraction operator semigroup (strongly 
continuous or not) is a positive-definite function and thus is the family of 
correlation operators of a stationary Markov process; indeed we prove the 
corresponding general result for nonstationary Markov processes. 
In Section 5, we investigate the notions of determinism, pure nondeterminism, 
and the Wold decomposition for a stationary (not necessarily continuous) 
Markov process (ft) C .%$J (on th e integers or the reals) and obtain the results 
mentioned in the Summary. In Section 6 we finally assume that our process 
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(ft) C Zpq, besides being stationary and Markov, is also componentwise con- 
tinuous, and indicate some of the relationships that now hold, introducing 
the associated discreteparameterprocess (cf. [12]) and obtaining various integration 
formulas. 
The author suggests future investigation of the following problems: 
(I) Given a stationary process (f& , when can it be written as an 
orthogonal sum of stationary Markov processes (fi,t)toS:ft = &fi,l? [Or 
equivalently, given a positive-definite function Q(t) = (ft , fJ, when does 
O(t) = ~~=, HiBi,,Hi , where each (B&,s is a contraction semigroup and 
each Hi > 0 such that Hi#Hi = Bi,o ?] 
(II) Given a stationary process (f& , say with 4 finite, when can one 
adjoin to (ft) another process (gt) [e.g., g, = (d/dt)f,l such that ((ft ,gt)& 
is stationary Markov ? 
We close this section with a discussion of notation and conventions: 
(1.1) If Q is an arbitrary parameter set, then when p is countable or fhite 
we shall identify 4 as the cardinality of 4 and in this case shall notationally 
assume that q = {i: 1 < i < q + l} = the appropriate set of positive integers. 
(1.2) For operators: 9 = domain, 9 = range, A” = null space, 
* = adjoint, - = closure, A” = [aij] = the matrix representation of A with 
respect to the principal orthonormal bases, 1 A 1s = Banach operator norm 
of A, 1 A IE = “Euclidean norm of A” = (C / u,~ 12)lj2, A# = the generalized 
inverse of A (when A is a closed densely defined operator from one Hilbert 
space to another; cf. [17, Part II, p. 5401). For a linear subset A’ of a Hilbert 
space s?, PA is the “projection with range Jl” defined on A + .li by 
P~x=xforxE&,P~x=OforxE~&?I. 
(1.3) In general we shall view a matrix as the corresponding operator 
defined by matrix multiplication. 
2. p x q OPERATORS ACTING ON $PFn 
Let p, q, r denote arbitrary parameter sets, let .Z be a Hilbert space, 
x~&‘={f:f=(fi)i,q,fi~&‘}.Defineforf~X~&’,g~~*Z’, (f,g> = 
[(fi,gj)]lpq,iE9 = Gram matrix of scalar products, u(f) = (subspace of A?’ 
spanned by fi, i~q). 
2.1. DEFINITION. (a) I,” = {the Hilbert space of square summable complex- 
valued functions b = (bi)isq on q, i.e., xi., j bi la < CO}. [See [6, p. 171 for the 
summation definition.] 
(b) Zrq = (f: f  E x 4 &‘, (f, f) is the matrix of a bounded operator 
(necessarily nonnegative Hermitian) on lq2 to I,“}. 
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2.2. LEMMA. (a)(I) x E ZF* o (II) For each b E Z:, b*x = CiGp @xi conwerges 
(in &‘) c- (III) For each y E 2, (x, y> = {(xi, y)}isp E I,“. 
(b) For x E &g, g(x, x)1/2 = {(x, y): y E %‘} = {(x, y): y E o(x)} C 1,“. 
(c) x E S/J, y E SF* a (x, y) is the matrix of a bounded operator 012 1,” 
to le2 and (x, y)a = (x, a*y). 
Proof. See the Appendix (Sect. 7.1) for the proof of (a) and (b). 
We point out that for x E .&q generally u(x) # {6*x: b E Z,2), but rather is 
the closure of the latter set. 
2.3. DEFINITION. For x E&Q, define 11 x IIF = 1(x, x)Iy”. [Note when 
p = 1, i.e., &$q = &‘, then 11 x IjF = 1 x I.] 
2.4. LEMMA. (a) For x E .%Q 
II x IIF = I<% x>1’2 IB = ;y; I c*x I (c E Zq2). e- 
(b) ~E.~~,~E~*~I~~,~>IB~I<~,~>~~~~I~Y,Y>~~~=II~~~~~~~Y~~~~ 
(c) x, + x in SFq, yn -+ y in 3&P (with respect to II IIF) * I<%, , m> - 
(x,y)le+O us n+ co. 
2.5. THEOREM. 3?'# is a Banach space under II IIF. 
Next we discuss the functional calculus for p x p operators. 
2.6. DEFINITION. (a) We call A a p X q operator if A is a (linear) operator 
from ZG2 to 1,” (not necessarily closed or densely defined). 
(b) For x E x;P, we define p x pL.i,, = {A: A is p x q and A(x, ~)r/* 
is a bounded p x q operator on 2,2}. 
2.7. THEOREM. p x qL[,, is a Banach space under II A (\# = 1 A(x, x)V2 IB 
if we identifr A and B when (A - B)(x, x)li2 = 0. 
In the next theorem we call A’x “the stochastic integral of A with respect 
to x,” even though no measure is involved, in conformity with the usage in [17]. 
2.8. STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL THEOREM. For each A up x qLi,, , there exists 
uniquely y = A’x such that (i) y E J&P, y” E u(x), i.e., y E CT(X):, and (ii) 
{y, x) = A(x, x>. In this case <y, y) = A<x, ~)l/~(A(x, x)li2)*. 
Proof. See the Appendix (Sect. 7.2). 
We note that x E Z-&Q and A bounded * (A”x)i = xj aijxj. 
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2.9. DEFINITION. Let A be a subset of X’, y E x p 8. We define 
(a) u(A’) = (subspace of S spanned by A’>. 
(b) Ld = the orthogonal projection on A? with range a(~@‘). 
(4 (Y I A) = LPArY = (LY%eP = HYi I Ja&P * 
2.10. PROJECTION LEMMA. Let y E 2&p, let x E 2&Q, and let &I be a subset 
of 2’. Then: 
(4 (Y I JQ = Lphfy E 44~ - 
(b) There exists a utiique p x q A such that (i) L,Py = A’x and (ii) 
AP, = A, where P, is the “projection” with range 92(x, x)l12. A = A,, may be 
defined by 
A = A,, = ((y, x)(x, x)1/S 3-(x, x)1/2 #. 
Moreover P+4 = A, i.e., W(A) -CW(Y,Y)~/~. 
Proof. (b) We shall only note that by 2.2(b) 
((Y, xxx, xY2 “I- = ((x, w2 +Yx, Y>)* 
is a bounded operator on 1,” to I,“, 
(2.11) 
2.12. DEFINITION. We shall call the unique A = A,, of 2.10(b) the trutzsition 
operate of y on x. 
2.13. ISOMORPHISM THEOREM. The mapping on p x qL[,, into u(x); given 
by A + A”x is a linear isometric isomorphism onto u(x): such that 
1 A+, x)1/2 JB = 1 A IS = 11 A”xjl, = I(A”x, A”x}/;‘~, 
and 
(A”x, B”x) = A(x, ~)l/~(B(x, x)lj2)* for A, BEP x qL;, . 
2.14. LEMMA. A up x qL[,, , BE Y x sL& 3 (A”x, B”y) = A(B(y, x))* is 
bounded p x Y. 
We next note that A”, B’ are linear operators and state some “functional 
calculus” results. 
2.15. DEFINITION. For a p x q operator A we define the p x q spectral 
integral A” to be the mapping on g(P) = {x: x E SrQ and A EP x qL[,,) 
into X$9, defined by x -+ A”x (stochastic integral). 
2.16. SPECTRAL INTEGRAL THEOREM. Let A be a p x q operator and let K 
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be a bounded operator on &’ to .z?, which is “inflated” to XQ 3’ by defining 
Kx = P’x = (Kx*)~.~ for x E x* 2. Then: 
(a) A’ is a linear operator on d(A”) such that IVA’ C A”K(*) on ,%!$$q 
(in particular, L,pA” C A”Lzq each x E HFr; cf. 2.9, 2.10). 
(b) A is closed =E- A” is closed. 
(c) A is bounded on 1,” * A” is bounded on dEDFq and 1 A jB = 1 A” jB . 
(d) B be r x p. Then (1) B’A’ C (BA)‘, (2) 9(BvAv) = CS(BA)’ n 
9(A’). 
Proof. For the commutativity result of (a) see the Appendix (Sect. 7.2). 
We now return to the discussion of XFe. We note that for x E tiFg, (x, x)lla # E 
4 x !G,, 9 and on letting 4 = (x, x)l/e +“x, that by 2.8, 
(2, a> = P,-, so )I % IIF = 1 or 0. (2.17) 
Also since by 2.16(d), (x, x)1/2 ‘f = x, it follows that 
u(x) = u(2). (2.18) 
2.19. DEFINITION. Let x E .?$J, y E $Q’. Then 
(a) f = (x, x)l12 + “x is called the normakzation of x, 
(b) B,, = (y, 5) = (y, y)rls +((x, x)l/a +I+, y))* (cf. 2.14) is called the 
correlation of y with x. 
We note I( 9, Z)jB < 113 IJp * II Z\lF < 1, i.e., B,, = (f, K) is a p X q 
contraction operator. Further, there are simple relations between the correlation 
operator B, and the transition operator A,, of 2.10: 
A,, = <Y, ~7’~ Bya&, W2 jp, (2.20) 
B,, = (y, y)l12 4; AYS(x, x)112. (2.21) 
Finally we note that B& = B,, . 
3. q-Vmu-m STOCHASTIC PROCESSES, DEFINITIONS, AND GENERALITIES 
Henceforth, for simplicity, we assume that S is the semigroup of nonnegative 
reals {t: t >, 0} or the semigroup of nonnegative integers {n: n >, 0) or that S 
is the reals (t: --CO < t < CO} or the integers {n: -co < n < co}. Thus our 
definitions and subsequent theorems deal simultaneously with the discrete 
parameter and continuous parameter cases unless otherwise specified. 
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3.1. DEFINITION. We call a family (f& C xQ &‘, i.e.,ft = (fti)isa E x rl 2, 
a q-variate (wide-sense) stochastic process (q-variate S.P.). [Remark. We may 
assume (fti)tt‘S.i.q is a strongly (complex) normal (i.e., Gaussian) fumily of 
random variables with zero means; see [9, pp. 463-469; 3, pp. 71-771. Then 
“scalar product” corresponds to “covariance” and “projection” to “conditional 
expectation.” However, such an assumption is not necessary for applications 
in which our criterion is to minimize “mean squared error.“] 
For a p-variate S.P. (ft)tEs we define: the time domain by A,(f) = u{ft: t E S, 
i E q} _C Z; the present at time t by u(fJ = o(ft: i E q}; the present and past 
at time t by At(f) = o(fsi: s < t, i E q}; the present and future at time t by 
Aft’(f) = u{fs”: s > t, i E q}; the remote past (when 5’ is the integers or reals) by 
d-m(f) = &s&,(f), h t e remote future by Am+(f) = nlpS +Mt+(f). 
3.2. DEFINITION. We say that (f& _C X’J 2’ is 
(a) Murkov if for t > s (t, s E S) (ft 1 As(f)) = (ft 1 fs) (cf. 2.9); 
(b) reverse Markov if for s < t (t, s E S), (fs 1 ~%~+(f)) = (fs 1 fi); 
(c) stationary if for t > s, (ft , f,) = G,-, depends only on t - s, 
(d) continuous (when S is a continuous parameter set) if each component 
process (f&s is a continuous function (in the norm of Z), 
(e) purely nondeterministic (regular) if A’&f) = IO} # Am(f); 
(f) deterministic (singular) if A&) = Am(f) (and thus =.~Z~,df), all t). 
3.3. DEFINITION. When S is the integers or the reals and (ft) is nondeter- 
ministic, for each t E S, let f t  = ut + vt , where 0, = (ft ) A-.Jf)), ut = 
ft - vt . This is called the Weld decomposition of (fJtes . 
Because At(f) = At(u) + A.Jf) ( ort o ona sum) it readily follows that h g 1 
b&o9 is purely nondeterministic and that (v&s is deterministic with 
~-&> = “@-m(f). 
The reader may readily prove 
3.4. THEOREM. Let S be the reals or the integers. Then: 
(a) i’f (ft) C x q 2 is Marhov, then (ut) and (vt) are Ma&v. 
(b) I f  (fJ C x q &’ is stationary (not necessarily continuous) and thus has a 
shift group of unitary operators (UJtes for X (cf. [19]), i.e., ft+* = U,fs = 
( ~,fs”)&, 3 then (ut) and (vt) are stationary with shift group (U,). 
4. ZFQ-VALunn MARKOV PROCESSES AND CONTRACTION OPERATORS 
For simplicity we assume in this section that S is one of the four semigroups 
of Section 3, although some of our results are more generally valid (cf. Doob 
[3, p. 233, Theorem 8.11 in the scalar case). 
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4.1. THEOREM. Let (f&s C XFq, and let (A,,),,, ((B&J be the transition 
(correlation) operators of (f&s , i.e. (cf. 2.12), (ft 1f.J = A,,“j8. Then: 
(4 (fth is Mdov (1) 
e for each t >, s 3 r, A,,A,, = A,, (11) 
e for each t > s > T, Btpsr = Bt, . (III) 
(b) When (f&s is stationary then A,, = At-,,,, = A,-, depends only 
on t- s (similarly B,, = BteSSO = B,-,). In this case (f& is Markov 
+ (A,),>, is a semigroup, i.e., for t, s 2 0, A,A, = Atfs 
o (B&,, is a semigroup (necessarily of contract@ operators). 
Proof. (a) We leave it to the reader to prove (I) o (II) by use of 3.2(a), 
2.10(b), and 2.16(a); cf. [ll, Theorem 1.6]. 
(II) 0 (III) follows from (2.20), (2.21). 0 ur main contribution here is the 
definition of generally valid transition operators (which are generally nonclosed 
when q is infinite). 
4.2. COROLLARY. (f& C S”q is Markov if and only if it is reverse Markov. 
Proof. Note “(a)(III)” is equivalent to: B$B,*, = B,.aB,, = B,, = B$ for 
r<s<t. 
4.3. THEOREM. (a) Let (B& (s, t E S) be an arbitrary family of q x q 
contraction operators such that 4.l(a)(III) holds. Then there exists (g& C S&Q 
(for some Hilbert spece X) such that for t >, s, (,gt , gS) = B,, . [So (gt) is 
Markov.] 
(b) Let (B& be a semigroup of q x q contraction operators. Then there 
exists (xJE-, C &* (for a Hilbert space X) such that for t > s, (xt , x,) = B,-, . 
[So (xt) is a stationury Markov process.] 
Proof. This follows from the following definition and two theorems. 
4.4. DEFINITION. Let Y(t, s), Q(t) be functions on S x S and S, respec- 
tively, into the bounded q x q operators. We call 
(a) !P(t, s) a q x q positive kernel on S x S if for each t > s, Y*(t, s) = 
Y(s, t) and if for each sequence tl < t, < ... < t, and each sequence 
(C!&l c G2 
i.i=l 
(b) @(t) (extended if necessary to S u -S) such that G(t) = @*(-t) 
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for t < 0, a q x qpositive-definite function if for each finite sequence 0 < tl < 
tz < ... < t, and each sequence (c&,!-~ C I,” 
i (@(4 - t&j , Ci) > 0, 
i&=1 
(2) 
i.e., the mapping A: (Zr2)n + (1,2)n defined by the partitioned matrix 
A = [@(ti - ti)& 
@*(t$ - tl) @X(t, - tl) ... !s*(tn - tl) 
@“(t, - t2> ..* @p*(tn - t2) 
. . . 
@(tn - t2) *.* @(O) I 
(3) 
is a nonnegative Hermitian operator. 
We note that by permuting rows and columns it is readily seen that if condi- 
tions (a)(l) and (b)(2) hold, then they also hold for arbitrary unordered finite 
sequences of distinct ti’s in S and in S u -S, respectively. Moreover @(p(t) 
is positive definite implies Y(t, s) = @(t - s) is a positive kernel on (S U -s) x 
(S u -S). 
4.5. THEOREM. If Y(t, s) (O(t)) is a q x q positive kernel on S x S (q x q 
positive dejinite on S), then there exists a family {ft)tES,iEQ ({gti}teSu--S,iEB) of 
strongly normal (complex) random variables with zero means such that (ft , f8) = 
Y(t, s), where ft = (ft*)iou E %+‘. [.I% = a{ft: t E S, i E q) is a Hilbert space 
of strongly normal random variables and zero means.] ((g, , g,} = @(t - s) 
for t > s in S u -S; so that (g,)tosv-s is stationary.) 
Proof. Refer to [9, pp. 463-469; 3, 71-771. 
4.6. THEOREM. (a) Let (I?,,),>, (s, t E S) be a family of q x q contractions 
such that 4.l(a)(III) hoolds (so, since B,,Btt = Btt , 1 B,, IB < 1, we have B,, 
is an orthogonal projection). Then Y(t, s) is a positive kernel on S x S, where 
Y(t,s)=Bt,fort>s, =B;fors>t. 
(b) If (BJtso (t integer or real-valued) is a contraction operator semi’oup 
(not necessarily strongly co-ntinuous), then @p(t) = Bt is a positive &$nite function. 
Proof. Both of these results follow from Theorem 7.3 in the Appendix. 
We conclude this section with the following result. 
4.7. STRONGLY CONTINUOUS SEMIGROUP THEOREM. Let S be a continuous 
parameter set and let (f&s C .#$Q be a stationary Markov process. Then (f&s 
is contmuous o (B&>,, is a strongly continuous contraction operator semigroup o 
the normalized process (h),,, [$ = (fO , f0)l12 #“fJ is continuous. 
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Proof. By 4.3 we may assume without loss of generality that S = S v --S = 
the reals. Moreover the continuity of (ft)zm implies that the shift group (U,)z- 
is strongly continuous on A,(f); cf. 3.4(b), [19, (2.2)]. Thus denoting A = 
(f. , f,,)1/z, it follows from 2.16(a) that 
(4.8) 
is continuous. Thus for a E l,,e 
But by stationarity u*fVt is uniformly convergent and thus is continuous in t. 
So (B& is strongly continuous. But from this it follows that (ft , fO) = AB,A 
is strongly continuous. So (ftf, fOi) is continuous. Q.E.D. 
5. THE WOLD DECOMPOSITION FOR STATIONARY MARKOV PROCESSES 
In this section we assume throughout that S is the reals or the integers 
and that (f& C .&* is a stationary Markov process (not necessarily con- 
tinuous). In the case S = {integers}, we denote B, = J, B, = Kn (n 3 1) 
(where necessarily J is an orthogonal projection and K is a contraction such 
that JK = K = KJ). We first characterize pure nondeterminism and deter- 
minism and then discuss the Wold decomposition. 
5.1. THEOREM (pure nondeterminism). (a) (fJtos is purely nondeterministic 
o B,* --t 0 strongly as t + co. [Correspondingly K*n -+ 0 strongly as n -+ co.] 
(b) When q < co, then B,* + 0 strongly o [ B,” IB + 0 
+ I B, IB + 0 * I B, 1.~ --f 0 -a I Bt III --c 1 for some t 
0 I 4 IE < 1 for some t. 
Proof. (a) Clearly we may assume (ft) has been normalized; cf. (2.18), (4.8). 
So (ft ,fd = &, <ft ,fO> = 4 for t b 0, and (fO I f-J = &“f+ for t 2 0. 
It is readily proved that (ft) is purely nondeterministic o (fO” I .dJf)) + 0 
as t + cc (iE q) o for each x E a(fo), (x I .Met(f)) + 0 as t + co. But for 
each cc ZG2, (c*fO 1 &(f)) = (c*B,)“f-, (cf. 2.16(a)), and by2.13, I(c*Be)“f-t 1 = 
I c*B,B,, le = I c*Bt IE , from which (a) follows immediately. Condition (b) 
is readily proved since the space of q x p matrices is a finite-dimensional 
space. Q.E.D. 
If for a discrete process (f,J, 1 K 1s < 1, then clearly (f,J is purely non- 
deterministic. 
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5.2. EXAMPLE. We present a discrete parameter (normalized) 2-variate 
(q = 2) stationary Markov process such that (fn ,f,) = Kn for n > 0, 
1 K le = 1 and (fn)zm is purely nondeterministic: Note that for 
Moreover by 4.3, there exists (f,Jzm such that (fm , fn) = Km-n, m > n. We 
note that necessarily for m - it 3 2, (fm 1 fn) = A,-,“fn = (lP-“)“fn = 
O”fn = 0. 
5.3. THEOREM (determinism). (a) (fJ is deterministic o for some s > 0, 
B$3B,* = B, . [Correspondingly KnK** = J.] In this case for all t > 0, 
B,Bt* = B,, ; i.e., each B, is a partial isometry with range .92(B,). 
(b) q < co and(ft) is deterministic *for all t > 0, B,B,* = B, =I Bt*B, . 
[Thus restricted to &?(B,), (B&, is a semigroup of unitary operators.] 
(c) q < co and (ft) deterministic 3 u(ft) = ~-co(f) = At(f) = 
Am(f) for all t. 
Proof. Clearly we may assume (ft) has been normalized. 
(a) =x: By hypothesis for all t > 0, f t  = B,“fo . Thus 
0 = (ft - B,“fo ,ft - Bt”fd 
= (h ,ft> - B,(fo ,ft> - <ft ,fJBt* + Bt<fo ,fo)Bt* (1) 
= B, - BtBt*. 
+: By (I), on setting t = s, it follows that fs = B,“fo = (fs / Ao(f)). 
Let (U,) be a shift group for (ft). Then since U&,cf) = d,+,(f), it follows 
for 0 < t < s, fs+t = Ul”!fs = W’(f8 I PDF)) = (Ul”‘fs I U&df)) = 
(f8+t 1 A!$cf)). So JZz8(f) C As(f). Thus dzs(f) = As(f). But this readily 
implies At(f) z Ao(f), i.e., (ft) is deterministic. 
(b) Since q is finite and we have BtBt* = B, and B& = Bt = B,Bo , 
it follows that the projection Bt*Bt = B, . 
(c) Let t > s. Then f t  = B,-,“fs and Btes*“ft = Bt-s*“Bt-s”fs = 
(B,-,*B,-Us = B,“fs =fs . So 4) = 4fs). Q.E.D. 
5.4. Remurk. If S = (the reals), q is finite, and (ft) is continuous, then 
it follows for Bt in 5.3(b) (by using the results in Section 6) that 
where r < rank B, , the AL’s are real distinct, the Pk’s are orthogonal projections 
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such that C Pr, = B, , and the &‘s and Pk’s may be determined as follows: 
Let K = 2 j~,,,~) e-tBt dt - B, (cf. (6.4)). Then KK* = K*K = B, , K = 
CL=, eiekP, (0, E (0,2~]), and A, = tan(e,/2). 
5.5. EXAMPLE. Let Q = co (countable), let (x&?“,-~ be an orthonormal 
bisequence in &‘, and define nla E Y&O0 by w, = (x-~+~J&. Then (D,&~~ 
is a stationary Markov process such that (a, , v,) = I and 
0 1 0 0 .** 
0 0 1 0 -*. 
K = (q,q,) = , 
. . . . . 
. . :. . 
. . . 
KK* = I, K*K = 
and clearly (n,J is deterministic. 
We next investigate the Wold decomposition. 
5.6. LEMMA. Let (ft) be normalized, i.e., (ft , ft) s B, , and let ft = ut + vt 
be the Weld decomposition of (ft) (so that necessarily (ut) and (vt) are stationary 
Markoo and respectively are purely nondeterministic and deterministic). Then 
Bt&* ‘x <vo , q,> strongly Qs t --t co. 
Proof. It is easy to show that for s < t, BsB,* >, B,B,* and thus (cf. [16, 
p. 2631) B,&* has a strong limit. We note that for t > 0, 
Bt”fbt = (fO ( d-$(f)) = (uo + Oo 1 A-t(u) + &-&‘)) 
(1) 
= (z&J I ~-t(U)) + vo - 
Thus from 2.16(a), by applying to (1) the projections (* j A@-,(U)) and 
(* / -%t&v)), it fohows that 
(u. 1 .A-&)) = Bt”u-t , v,, = B,“v.-, . (2) 
Next for t > 0 
Bt = <fo ,f-t> = <uo , u-t> + <oo , v-t>. (3) 
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By multiplying (3) on the right by Bt* we obtain 
Wt” = ho , u-t)&* + (vo , v-t)&” 
= (u,, , &“w-t) + (v,, , Bt’v-t) (4) 
= <(% I ~-t(4)> (% I A-t(4)> + <% > %uo>- Q.E.D. 
5.7. LEMMA. Let f t  = ut+ + vt+ be the reverse Wold decomposition of (ft), 
;,+;; =jft 1 Am+(f)), ut+ = ft - vt+. Then ;f q is finite, A-,(f) = 
m an 11, = ut+, vt = vt+. 
Proof. By 5.1(b) it follows that fit At+(u) = {0} = nt At(u). But At+(f) _C 
At+(u) + d-a(v). Th us .dm+(v+) = Am+(f) = nt At+(f) C J%-m(v), i.e., 
A@~+(v+) C .&Jv). Similarly AJv) C Aa+( Q.E.D. 
5.8. THEOREM (Weld decomposition). Let (ft) be normalized and let q be 
finite. Then: (a)(l) Q = (v,, , s v ) is an orthogonal projection. [Thus (ut) and (vt) 
are normalized and B, = Bi”’ + Bj’)], and (2) for each t 
vt = Q”ft , ut = (I- Q)“ft . 
(b) To compute Q in the continuous parameter case fix any t > 0, and 
determine #ae subspace A = {a: B,B,*a = a}; then Q is the projection with 
range A. For the discrete parameter case de&e u/i,, = 8(J), M,, = 
{a: KnK*na = a} for n > 1; then (i) ./I,, L , (ii) if ./In = J?~+~ for any fixed n, 
then 4, = &A!,,, and Q is the projection with range A, . [Further, since q is 
jinite, ckarly &Am = &a = {a: KgK*h = a}.] 
Proof. (a)(l) Clearly I(vo , vo)le < I(fO, f&l,, < 1. We complete the proof 
by showing (a,, , v,,) is idempotent: By 5.6(2), v0 = B;vWt . With reasoning 
similar to that in 5.6(2) by use of 5.7, we obtain vet = Bt*“v,, . Thus v,, = 
VU4 *Yet, , from which it follows that (a,, WJ = B,B,*(v,, , vO>. Letting 
t -+ co and using 5.6 we are done. 
(a)(2) Simply compute (wt Ift) = <vt ,ft>“ft = Q”ft , and (vt - Q”ft , 
vt - Q”fJ = 0. 
(b) We leave this to the reader; cf. the techniques in [21]. Q.E.D. 
We note in general that for q infinite, B, = HuBkU’Hu + H$j”‘H, where 
H, = (u,, , u,>~/~, H,, = (vO , v&l/S are not necessarily projections or with 
orthogonal ranges, as we show in the following 
5.9. EXAMPLE. Let q = GO (countable) and (x~), (vn) be as in Example 5.5. 
Let (,zJ~~ be an orthonormal bisequence in X, orthogonal to (xJ, and define 
u0 = (z,, , z-, , 0 ,... ), zr, = (zml , ze2 , 0 ,... ), u2 = (z-s, z-s , 0 ,... ), etc. Then 
(1~~):~ is stationary Markov purely nondeterministic. Clearly fn = u, + v, is 
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the WoId decomposition of (f,,). W e note <fs ,fJ = diag(2,2, 1, l,,.. ). The 
normalization of fn is J;I = (diag(1/2112, 1/2112, 1, l,...))“fn. Thus v,, = 
(fo 1 A-m(f)) = (x,/21/2, x-,/21/2, x-2 ) x-3 ,... ). so 
(flo, 4) = diag(Q, 4, 1, 1, l,...), (cO , ii,) = diag(& , 4 , 0 ,... ). 
6. ASSOCIATED DISCRETE PARAMETER PROCESS 
Here we point out some of the facts that hold under the assumption that 
(f&, C .2&Q is a continuous stationary process on the reals; cf. [22, 12, 191, 
for background. If U, = Jc~,,,J e-itoE(~w) (-co < t < 00) (where the 
projection-valued spectral measure E is unique restricted to &.Jf)) is a shift 
group for (fi) and if 
v= $ , (-m m) (1 - iw)/(l + iw) E(dw) = J;,,,sl e+W4 (6.1) 
(where the second integral may be obtained through the transformation 
0 = 2 arctan w: (-co, CO) onto (0, rr) u (~,27r]), then we call (h,,)&,, C .%$J, 
defined by h, = PfO = (Vnft)isQ , ---a~ < n < co, the associated discrete 
parameter process of (ft); cf. 1121. Clearlyf, = h, . We note (cf. [S, pp. 47, 247) 
that for each x E .%‘, 
vx = 2 
I 
e-tUtx dt - x 
l0.d 
(Bochner integral). 
It is readily proved (cf. [12]) that 
6.3. THEOREM. (ft) is, respectively, Markov, purely nondeterministic, deter- 
ministic if and onZy if (h,) is &t&se. 
Letting (h), (&) denote the normalizations of (ft) and (h,J and B, = ( ft ,fo), 
K = {hI, f;,), it follows from (6.2) that 
K=2j 
lo&d 
e-tB, dt - B, (strongly). (6.4) 
Denote L%(I) = the Bore1 subsets of the real interval I. We call M,(B) = 
<Jw)fo 9 Jw9foh B E =I- 00, CD), the p x q spectraI measure of (fJ. Similarly 
we define M,(C) = <I?(C)h, , e(C)h,) for C G L%‘(O, 27r]. It is readily proved 
that M, and Mh are strongly countably additive. From the second equality 
in (6.1) we obtain 
6.5. THEOREM. (a) M,(B) = M,{2 arctan B}, B E .3%‘(- co, co). 
(b) Ma(C) = M,{tan(C/2)>, C E %‘(O, 24, x 4 C. Mh{r} = 0. 
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We next give a sufficient condition that Mf have a Bochner integrable density 
(with respect to 1 Is). We refer the reader to [17, Part II, Sect. 6j for corre- 
sponding results in the &Q theory. 
6.6. THEOREM. Let (f& (h,) $ pFq be as above and let (ft) (and thus (h,)) 
be Markov, and denote H = (ft , ft)ljz s (f, , fJ1/2 E (h, , hn)llz, J = H#H = 
<.6, ,ftJ. Thex 
(a) If K is a strict contraction (1 K jB < I), then M, has a Bochner integrable 
derivative M;(B) with respect to p = L/277 (where L = Lebesgue measure): 




Y(0) = ‘f HKnGeine, 
n=o 
(1) 
G = (J - KK*)lj2, 
M,(C) = s, M,‘(e) 4, <h, , ho) = j-, 2 l e+‘%‘(e) dp, -m<n<co. 
I n 
(2) 
(b) If 1 K IB < 1, then Mf has a Bochner integrable density Mf’(w) with 
respect to L. 
M;(w) = Q(w) . @*(w)/~(l + w2), 
where (3) 
Q(w) = Y(2 arctan OJ) = f HK”G((1 + iw)/(l - iw))” 
FZ=O 
such that 
MD> = s Mi(w> dL, (ft ,fo> = /tpm,m, e-itwMf'(w) dL, --co -C t < co. 
B 
(4) 
Proof. (a) Clearly P(e) satisfies 
(Ii,, , ho) = ho 2 l bneP(e) dp 
. T 
for -cc < 7~ < 00 (5) 
and thus the second equation in (2) readily follows. The factorization of Mh’ 
follows from the easily shown facts: 
P(B) = J((I - ei@K)-1 + (I - e-ieK*)-l - I} (6) 
and 
(I - eisK) P(B)(I - e-ieK*) = J - KK* > 0. (7) 
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Since the Fourier coefficients of a complex measure m on (0,2~] uniquely 
determine m (cf. [17; (2.4)(b), (4.3)]), the first equality in (2) follows. 
(b) From 6.5 it follows that 
Mh’(0) d8, (2 arctan B} = (0 : 0 = 2 arctan w, w E B}, 
arctan w)](2/(1 + w”)) da, 
where the second equality follows on substituting 6 = 2 arctan w, so that 
de = (2/(1 + w”)) dw. Since then e--i8 = (1 - iw)/(l + iw), we are done. 
Q.E.D. 
The following example (due to a suggestion by P. R. Masani) shows that 
in general for y E ti=q and a spectral measure E, A.&(C) = @(C)y, E(C)y) 
does not have a Bochner integrable density with respect to some a-finite real 
measure. 
6.7. EXAMPLE. Let (a@--, be an orthonormal basis for &‘, let U be the 
unitary operator defined by Ux, = xk+r , -co < k < co, Uk = J~,,2T, e+k6E(dB). 
Then it follows (cf. [19, (4.2)]) that the real measure M,JC) = (E(C)x,, 
E(C)x,) = p(C) =L.(C)/2r. Definey = (yk)zzr = (x,, , x1, x-r, x2, xe2 ,...) = 
(.h,2n1 ck(e) E(de)xO):4 3 where the c,(e)‘s are simply a rearrangement of the 
e--ike’s. If there were a Bochner integrable density (or a weakly integrable 
density) (which we may assume is with respect to p) A&, for M, , then clearly 
its matrix representation is 
M,‘(e) = [de> zk,(e)i:kml = ((cj(e)):l , (ck(e));sl) a.e. (p). 
But since 1 ci(0)j = 1 a.e. (I”), this cannot be the matrix of a bounded operator 
except on a set of p-measure zero; cf. 2.2(a)(I). The reader may also show 
that for each C, M,(C) is the transpose of the matrix representation of E(C) 
with respect to the basis y = (yk)‘& and thus Mv has infinite total variation 
with respect to 1 Ia on each set C such that p(C) # 0. 
7. APPENDIX 
7.1. Proof of Lemma 2.2(a) (b). (a)(I) * (II): F or notational simplicity, let Q 
be countable. Let c = (c+)y E I,“. Define for 7t >, 1, c, = (cni)inl E 1,” by 
c,,* = ci for i < n, zero otherwise. So (c,J is Cauchy. Thus 
1 c,*x - c,*x I2 = (c,* - c,*)(x, x)(c, - cm) 
= (<x, x>(c, - cm), (CT2 - cm)> - 0 
(1) 
as m, n --t co, since (x, x) is bounded, i.e., c*x converges. 
683/8/2-11 
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(II) + (III): The following well-known lemma may be proved by the 
“principle of uniform boundedness” [7, Theorem 2.5.51. 
(*) LEMMA. Let b = (bi)iEP. , bi complex. If for each c E Za2, c*b = Cieg tib” 
converges, then b E 1,“. 
Thus since for fixed y  E X’, (c*x, y) = c*(x, y) converges for each c E 192, 
it follows that (x, y) E Zq2. 
(III) * (I): By the principle of uniform boundedness, it readily 
follows that the operator T,: # -+ Z, 2 defined by Tzy = (y, x) is bounded 
[since 1 TEy 1s = sup, 1 T,,y Ia (-0 finite cq, (x& = xi for ie Gr) and thus 
I T=Y IE < sup, I Tzo la . I Y I, where SUPD I Tz, IE -=c ~1. Let @,L be an 
orthonormal basis for .%‘. So x = Caroll c, . z, , where each c, E lqa and the 
convergence is componentwise. Further, y  = Cacn a,~, = a’ . (z=) (’ = trans- 
pose). Thus (y, x) = C a,~,* = a’ . [c~*]~.~ (cX* is a row vector). Thus 
C* = [cm*] is the matrix of a bounded operator, and thus (x, x) = Co: c,c,* = 
C . C* is the matrix of a bounded operator; cf. [l, pp. 50, 521. 
(b) By [17, Part II, 1.41, 9?(x, x)rj2 = 9?(C) from which (b) readily 
follows. Q.E.D. 
7.2. Proof of Theorem 2.8 and part of Theorem 2.16(a). Let A up x qL& , 
K be a bounded operator on .z?. Then for c E 1,” 
c*(K(*)x, K(q),), = (c* . Kx, c* . Kx) 
= (Kc*x, Kc*x) d j K &c*x, c*x). 
So (Kx, Kx) < / K 1:(x, x). Let M = ((Kx, Kx) + (x, x))li2. Then (cf. 
[17, Part II, 3.31 A<Kx, Kx)l12 and AM are p x q bounded. Let M = 
Jrs~ tF(dt) be the spectral integral representation of M, where F is a spectra1 
(projection-valued) measure on A%‘[O, a] and a = I M IB . Let F,, = F(l/n, a], 
B, = Jw,,,I Wt). Then B,# = JWA t-lF(dt) is bounded; cf. [17, Part I, 6.7; 
Part II, 7.1(c)]. So A, = AMB, # = AF,, is bounded. Thus (A - A,)M = 
A(I - F,,)M = AM(I - F,). Thus 
(A - A&x, x)lj2 = (A - A,) MM#<x, x)lj2 = AM(I -F,J M#(x, x)li2, (1) 
where M#(x, x)l12 is bounded; cf. [17, Part II, (1.4)(I), 2.71. Thus 
((A - A,)(x, x>I/~)* + 0 strongly as n --t 00. (2) 
Similarly 
((A - A,)(Kx, Kx)~‘~)* --t 0 strongly as n + co. (3) 
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We now show that (2) implies that for each b E 1,” (b*& * x)Lr is a Cauchy 
sequence in .@: 
) b*&x - b*&x I2 = (b*& - &)x, b*(A, - A&) 
= b*(& - &&x, x)(& - A,)* . b 
= [{(An - A,)(x, x)li2}*b I2 + 0 as m,n+ 00. 
Similarly, (b*& . Kx)~~_, is a Cauchy sequence for each b E Zp2. Let (e&, 
be the principal basis of lP2. Denote y” = limn+m ei*&x E &‘. Let y = (&, . 
We note for b, c E lp2 
(b*&c, c*&x) = b*rl,(x, x) A,*c 
= ({A&, x)‘/~}*c, {A,<,, x)‘l2}*b) 
-+ ({A(x, x)lj2}- *c, {A(x, x)~/~}- *b) 
= b*(A(x, x)‘/2)“(A(x, +/2)-c. 
Similarly, for d E Z,,a we have 
(4) 
(b*A,,x, d*x) -+ b*(A(x, x)llz)-(x, x)lj2 “d = b*(A(x, x))“d. 
Thus setting b = ei , c = e, in (4) and similarly in (5), it follows that 
(5) 
<Y, Y> = (4% w’z)-(A(x, x)““)” ithus y E o”(x)r] 
and (6) 
(Y, x> = (4x, x>)“* 
Thus 2.8 is proved. Next note that A’Kx exists. Since clearly b*A,“Kx = 
K(b*An”x), it follows I@A’x = A”K(*)x, i.e., 
K’p’A’ _c A’lw’. Q.E.D. 
7.3. THEOREM. Let .s? be a Hilbert space, let (A,),“=, be a sequence of con- 
tractions on 2 to .%? (I Al, le 6 l), and let (Jlc)F be a sequence of orthogonal 
projections on &’ such that for k > 1, 
J,,,A, = Al, = &Jlc - 
Then for each n > 1, the operator H, on Sn+l to &P+l defined by 
A,*A,* .+. A,” ... A;el A,” ... A,” 
A,* 
.:. A, A, .:. A, A, .:. A, . . . A, J n+1 
is nonnegative Hermitian bounded. 
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Proof. Clearly 29, is Hermitian and bounded (I H, jB < (n + 1)“). T 
prove H, 3 0, it is sufficient to assume j A,. le < 1, each k. For then th 
general case follows by multiplying each Al, by r (0 < Y < 1) and lettin 
r + 1. We shall carry out the proof inductively by using the following 
7.4. LEMMA. Let X and ~6 be Hilbert spaces and let the partitioned matri, 
H=[;: “;1 be a bounded operator on SC x X to X x 2 
such that (i) A 3 0 has a bounded generalized inverse A# (thus W(A) = M(A)” 
such that BA#A = B, and (ii) let J be an orthogonal projection on SF such tha 
JB = B. Then / BA#B* jB < 1 + H > 0 and H has a bounded generalixec 
inverse H# on X x ~9 such that 
[B J] [i “;,“r”;] = Jon&‘. (7.5 
Proof. Let P = A#A = orthogonal projection with range 9(A). Note 
[ii "I*1 = G# I[ -; f  I-:A#B* 0 Ir' A:ylp 
(7.61 
[ BpA, -;y = [o’ ;]a 
Clearly from (7.6), H > 0 ifJ - BA#B* 3 0. But since by hypothesis JB = B 
and 1 BA#B* 1s < 1, it follows that J - BA*B* > 0 (with range 92(J)) and 
that (J - BA#B*)# is bounded. But then from (7.6) it follows that 
[; “I*]” = [; ‘:-I[: (J-;A+B*)+][&i -;I? (7-7) 
from which we may readily verify that (7.5) is true. Q.E.D. 
We now proceed with the proof of 7.3: Inductively, let (with C, = JI): 
For n = I,/ B,H,#B,* le = 1 A, J,A,* 1s = 1 A,A,* 1s < 1. So by Lemma 7.4, 
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HI > 0 and HI has a bounded inverse H,# such that C,H,#C,* = Jz and 
therefore, since B, = A&‘, , it follows that 
Now suppose for n - 1 that Hnvl is 20 and has a bounded generalized 
inverse H,-,# such that ) BnH,,-l#B,* IB = ] A,&* Is < 1. Then by Lemma 
7.4, H,, > 0 and H,, has a bounded generalized inverse H,# such that 
C,H,#C, = Jnil and therefore / B n+lH,#B,*+1 IB = I A,+&++1 IB < 1. Q.E.D. 
Note added in proof. Simple dilation theorems may readily be obtained from our 
work. For example 
THEOREM. Let M be a strongly countably-additive nonnegative Hermitian operator- 
valued measure on a measurable space (Q, /3) f or a Hilbert space X. Then there exists an 
(orthogonal-projection valued) spectral measure E (for a Hilbert space X) on (Q, fi) and 
a bounded operator T: Z’ + X such that M(B) = T*E(B)T. 
Proof. Let (.QiEl be an orthonormal basis for .X. Let I@, C) = M”r(B n C) (with 
respect to (.QiEp) where T = transpose. Then $ is a q x q positive kernel on fi x 8. So 
there exists ([(B))sas C X-# for some Hilbert space X such that <t(B), t(C)> = 
M”r(I3 A C). Let E(B) = orthogonal projection on X with range u{ Q(C): C C B, i E q}. 
Let x = &, aizi E X, and consider a = (ai) as a row vector. Then 
aM”‘(B) = a<E’*)(B) t(Q), t(Q)> = T*E(B) Ta, 
where Ta = Ci a,[‘@), T*y = <y, t(Q)>. [Th e isomorphism between 1,” and 2 is ob- 
vious.] 
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